
Lindeman April 15 – 17 Plans 

 

Please remember that ALL classes have the specific activities and assignments 

posted in the Teams app. If you do not have access or are struggling with 

making the app work for you please contact me at rlindeman@rsd.k12.pa.us 

I can walk you through almost anything! 

 

Recent American Studies 

Wednesday: Kent State Shooting Day 2.  Activity to write your own protest 

speech/design own protest song/write a letter to federal official expressing 

your disapproval or approval of Vietnam War.  Directions will be posted on 

Microsoft Teams. 

Thursday - Pentagon Papers and Political Satire lesson.  Read a brief 

overview of Pentagon Papers.  Answer simple questions about a cartoon, 

and a 2 minute video clip of a Nixon parody.  Reading and worksheet with 

links will be posted on Microsoft Teams.  

Friday - VIetnam unit quiz.  This will be posted on Microsoft Teams. 

 

Holocaust Studies: activities are posted in Teams 

Wednesday: Watch the documentary about the SS St. Louis, a ship full of 

refugees from Europe 

Thursday: readings on refugees and the response of the world to that 

problem and a written response 

Friday: Reading and clip about Kristallnacht 

 

APUSH: Activities/Video are posted in Teams 

Wednesday: an introduction to 1950s culture including the baby boom and 

suburbs 
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Thursday: the growth of media in the 1950s, particularly TV and music. A 

reading a brief written response. 

Friday: the reaction to changing culture ranging from the growth of 

organized religion to the “beat generation” to feminism. There will be an 

SAQ 

 

AP Psychology: Activities/Video are posted in Teams 

Wednesday: define the fundamental attribution error and apply it in an 

activity 

Thursday: Explain the relationship between attitude and behavior and 

cognitive dissonance (these are familiar concepts but they keep coming up!) 

Friday: complete an activity to work with attitude and cognitive dissonance 

 


